Tartu EUGridPMA meeting, 14-15 May 2014
Notes by Cosmin Nistor, first day
Wednesday, 14 May 2014
Round table updates and presentations
- new "faces" around the table: Temur and Mikheil from Georgia, Ronald from Kenya, Jan from Czech Republic
Updates from APGridPMA - Eric
- elections in March - Eric Yen (chair), Aida Kento (vice chair)
- 2 regular F2F meetings in 2014: spring in Taiwan (collocated with ISGC), fall collocated with other events (Nantou collocated with APAN meeting, or
Thailand)
- APAC GRID CA (AU) withdrawn from IGTF distribution. AusCert will take over soon. Meantime users served by ASGCCA
- AIST Grid CA (JP) withdrawn from IGTF distribution. Users migrated to HPCI CA
- New WLCG partners: Hong Kong (Atlas); Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam (CMS); Korea, Thailand (Alice)
- Identity Federation actions increased in Japan (HPCI0 and in Malaysia (SUFLAN project)
Updates from TAGPMA - Dave Kelsey
- New post established - Chair for Latin America. Position presently held by Ale Stolk (ULAGRID)
- 5 accreditations in progress: 1 classic (Peru); 2 MICS (SDSC, NCAR); InCommon CA; CILogon BASIC CA
- ESNET moved from AP to RP
- IOTA 1.1 approved for use in accreditations (CILogon BASIC CA is the first candidate)
- TAGPMA Espanol meetings are launched by videoconference
- Memberships renewals every 2 years through written letters
- TAGPMA would like to see better guidance documentation for developers and sysadmins
- Next TAGPMA meetings: June 4-6 in Lehi, Utah; October 20-22 in Valparaiso, Chile
Self-audit report - Kaspars
- wiki page: wiki.eugridpma.org
- UK - CP/CPS not sent
- LIP - CP/CPS not ready
- MREN - Lidija: CP/CPS will be sent next week
- CALG - waiting for reviewers to complete the second round
- PKIRIS - CP/CPS available, review pending
- NIIF - on review
- MD-Grid - waiting for changes in CP/CPS after first round of review
- SlovakGrid - waiting for Emir's review

- ArmeSFo - no reviewers, no answer from the CA
- Margi - no CP/CPS received by reviewers
- TR-Grid - completed
Chair election
- Dave K chaired the session
- Jens proposed David G
- Jules seconded the proposal
- DavidG willing to do the job for one more year but wants more engagement from the group. We need other roles in leadership to involve more people,
to share responsibility
- Kaspars agreed to continue his work in "chasing" the reviewers to do their work.
Polish Grid CA self-audit - Pawel
- TERENA TCS taking over more and more users from Polish Grid
- PLGrid Simple CA setup for PL Grid project. Polish Grid rules (IGTF accredited) too strict for the project. They setup a more simple ca, without F2F
contact, strictly for the project. PLGrid has got more users than Polish Grid.
- Statistics: 400 certs per year, one third for hosts
- CA cert extended to 2020
- Plan to switch to SHA256 in 2014
- Question for EUGridPMA: should we collect info from all CAs about SHA2 put-in-production? DavidG: will email to all, maybe together with RAT
procedure, so everybody will reply with info
- Question: Procedure for auditing RAs once per year? RAs retain sensible information which cannot be sent by postoffice. There might be a problem
with securing the communication for verifying the retained papers
- Question: retaining info from photo id is required even from colleagues? PMA: the IDs must be required from colleagues, too.
- Will update CP/CPS next week
- Will add robot certificates
- Rewrite CP/CPS to RFC3647
- Nabil and DavidG reviewers
MAGrid CA self-audit - Nabil
- New CP/CPS already on the web
- PMA: should avoid ":" in Robot CN
- PMA: how can you be sure that the "Robot purpose" from the CN reflects the purpose itself? Should be better explained
- Reviewers: Pawel and DavidG
IGTF in ten years - DavidG
- Beyond authentication and identity, there are also attributes and authorization
- User communities ask for requirements from us but they don't want to take part in elaborating them.

- Consolidation of federations - less need for classical CA work in terms of identity vetting
- La Plata all-hands meeting agreed with a better naming: "IGTF: Interoperable Global Trust Federation - supporting distributed IT infrastructures for
research"
- IGTF is not an acronym anymore
- "Research" term does not exclude education or e-science in general
- New IGTF.net website redesigned for reflecting the new scope
- Q: Who can contribute to the new website<
- Jens will contribute at the high level stuff
- DavidG: IGTF website should explain things for the outside world
- For what kind of public we should address the first page?
- Jens: we should analyze the logs and find out who addresses it
- DaveK: the first page is too technical for the outside world. It should be more attractive for the public
- Jens will provide technical documents for establishing a CA
- Jens: one has ti find easily what he looks for on the website
- DavidG: Everybody should send useful text and pictures for the website
IGTF Charter update - DavidG
- The new federation document containing updates from both new naming and new scope is available on the Wiki page
- We should review the document which was already agreed in the TARTU meeting and hopefully it will became final after the TAGPMA meeting in June
FIM4R - Federated Identity Management for Research - Dave Kelsey
- "eScience" changed to "research" to include Humanities
- Jules: a big overlap with IGTF works
- DaveK: overlap with SCI also
- Need for coordination
- DaveK: Need for demarcation of responsibilities between IGTF, SCI, FIM4R
- Need governance over the international security issues

